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We show how to use AsmL, an executable speci cation language, to provide behavioral interfaces
for components. This allows clients to fully understand the meaning of an implementation without
access to the source code. AsmL implements the concept of behavioral subtyping to ensure the
substitutability of components and provides many advanced speci cation features such as generic
types, transactional semantics, invariants and history constraints.

1 Introduction
There is a broad consensus that a speci cation of a
component's interface must include some way of describing its behavior [26, 32, 36, 43]. Current practice
tends towards formal speci cation of the syntax of the
interfaces while using informal natural-langugage descriptions for the semantics. Current theory is based
on the idea of design by contract [35], generally using pre- and post-conditions. Previous attempts at
describing software also have used algebraic speci cations [24].
Interfaces, as they are standardized today, for example using IDL [11], are clearly inadequate for the task
of specifying components. It is not enough to provide
merely the syntax | signature | for each method
contained in an interface. A client who wishes to use
a component needs to know the semantics | behavior | of each method. In addition, understanding the
relationships between the methods contained in an interface is crucial for the e ective use of a component
supporting that interface.
We follow the speci cation taxonomy of Beugnard
et al. [9]. A speci cation is a contract for a software
component that describes properties on four levels:
1. basic: the syntactic properties of method names,
number and type of parameters and very simple
semantic properties (e.g., in IDL one can specify
whether a parameter that is a pointer can ever be
null or not).
2. behavioral: the properties that can be speci ed
with pre-conditions, post-conditions, and invariants, including history constraints [34].
3. synchronization: properties of component interaction.

4. quantitative: all non-functional properties, such
as quality of service, response times, throughput
guarantees, etc.
Our method for speci cations covers only the rst
three levels; however, we use the term behavioral to
refer also to the synchronization class of speci cation.
Our group at Microsoft Research, the Foundations
of Software Engineering [16], has developed an executable speci cation language, AsmL, which is based
on the theory of Abstract State Machines (ASMs) (see
[22] for an introduction to the notion of ASMs). ASMs
allow precise, formal, operational speci cations of software systems. AsmL has many important features,
among which are generic interfaces and classes, and a
transaction-based semantics.
In this paper, we use AsmL to specify the behavioral and synchronization properties of component interfaces, in particular method behavior, interface-wide
invariants, history properties, and component composition.
In previous work we used AsmL to write component models by reverse-engineering already existing
components [6]. The resulting models provided essentially the identical functionality as the components
they were models of. In other words, they modeled
the classes that implemented the components. Our
concern here is the use of AsmL at the design stage
by providing models of interfaces. We wish to specify interfaces at their most general level: only the
required behavior any component implementing them
must have is detailed. The rest is left up to the implementer of the component. An interface model allows
clients and implementers to understand the behavior
of a software component that correctly implements the
interface.
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We believe that one should implement a component
using classes, i.e., using object-oriented programming,
but that the speci cation should be done at the interface level. The key idea connecting a class to its interface is that the class must be a behavioral subtype [34]
of its interface. An interface speci cation describes the
minimal behavior expected of all of its subtypes: the
behavior of a class can be more constrained than that
of its interface.
This paper's contribution is to provide a clean layer
in which full behavioral speci cations can be written.
Speci cation languages should not be tightly coupled
to implementation languages. Precise semantics are
crucial for a speci cation language; implementation
languages are oriented towards execution eÆciency, as
indeed they should be. AsmL has a formal semantics which provides a mathematical foundation for the
speci cation e ort. It provides features that aid in
the re nement process for developing components that
correctly implement their speci cations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
more detail on exactly what an interface speci cation
looks like in AsmL. Section 3 discusses our notion of
re nement and provides an example. Then, in Section 4, we show how to handle component creation
and parameterization within AsmL. The next two sections explain how to compose speci cations: Section
5 for data-linking and behavior-linking and Section 6
for aggregation and delegation. An overview of similar approaches is discussed in Section 7. Section 8
summarizes and presents limitations and future work.

2 Speci cations
We write executable speci cations of components in
AsmL (the Abstract State Machine Language). AsmL
is based on the theory of Abstract State Machines [22].
ASMs are transition systems: their states are rst order algebras, that is, interpretations of a functional
signature. The transition relation is speci ed by transition rules (in the sequel simply called rule) describing
the modi cation from one state to the next, namely in
the form of guarded updates, i.e., assignment statements that are executed if a boolean condition holds.
A sequential run of an ASM program P is a nite
or in nite sequence of states S0 ; S1 ; : : : where each Si ,
i > 0, is obtained from Si 1 by executing the updates
of P at Si 1 . The updates generated in a particular
step are called the update set for the step.
To deal with industrial applications, we have extended ASMs with submachines, objects, exception
handling [23] and a very powerful type system (as
have others, see [2, 8, 10]). AsmL is freely available
for non-commercial research or teaching purposes from
our web site [16]. It is currently used within Microsoft
for modeling, rapid prototyping, analyzing and checking of APIs, devices and protocols.
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We introduce AsmL at the same time as we develop
the examples. Only a small subset of AsmL will be
used. Our rst, very small, example is a speci cation
of a counter interface.
interface ICounter
var ct as Integer = 0
Counter () as Integer
return ct

Increment ()
ct := ct +

2

To specify components we use interfaces. Stateful
interfaces have member variables, which are also called
model variables. Model variables are not part of the
signature of the interface; they are provided only to
give meaning to the method bodies. They are accessible only through the methods de ned in the containing
interface and its subtypes.
Method bodies in an interface are called model programs: they specify the e ect that any implementation
must respect. Method bodies typically refer to member variables. If a method body updates a member
variable, it de nes an ASM rule. ASM rules are inherently parallel. This synchronous parallelism comes
in handy when specifying independent updates. For
example to swap two variables you write:
swap ()
x := y
y := x

Sequential composition is the unusual case; to discourage its use, we require a \heavy" notation for it.
The sequential AsmL speci cation for swapping the
values of two variables uses an ASM sub-machine:
swap ()
var t = x
step x := y
step y := t

AsmL also provides exception handling. Combined
with synchronous parallelism, this eases speci cations:
when an exception is thrown all updates that are produced in the protected block are undone.
The simple transition semantics also simpli es the
translation of AsmL rules into predicates. For this
purpose we use a slight variation of weakest preconditions. This allows the counter also to be speci ed in
more declarative terms.
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interface ICounter
var ct as Integer ct = 0
Counter () as Integer
require true
ensure result = ct and ct = ct 0

Increment ()

require true
ensure ct 0 = ct + 2

The keywords require and ensure are used for preand post-conditions, respectively. Priming (e.g., x 0 )
denotes the value in the next state of a run. The keyword result refers to the value returned by the method.
In general, any straight-line method body can be
automatically replaced with a pre- and post-condition
pair that speci es the same behavior. Loops and recursion require manually-supplied invariants and bounds.
In AsmL a method application changes only those
variables that occur in the computed update set; variables not mentioned in the update set are not changed.
If a method body is only described by a pre-/postcondition pair one has to specify explicitly which variables change and which retain their values. If no
method body and no pre-/post-condition pair is given,
the method can do whatever it wants to, except that is
has to respect any interface invariants and constraints
(as described in Section 3).
Not only do pre- and post-conditions fail to scale
with larger speci cations [12], but we have found that
real users prefer writing executable speci cations instead of pre-postcondition pairs. In AsmL, users can
use high-level data structures, users can write nondeterministic speci cations, users get atomic transition
semantics, and users get ease of reasoning due to referential transparency within each step. Furthermore
they can immediately execute the written AsmL speci cations.

3 Re nement
A speci cation is useful only in so far as it de nes properties that are true for any implementation. In essence,
this is Liskov and Wing's notion of behavioral subtyping [34]: a subtype should always be substitutable for a
basetype in all contexts. ASMs can be used in a more
general theory of re nement (see e.g. [41]), but for
our purposes it suÆces to restrict our attention to the
1 : n re nements possible in the syntactic framework
of classes implementing interfaces. That is, any component implementing an interface must support the
syntactic interface; it may do less or more work within
each method, but the protocol by which a client uses
the functionality is xed by the syntax of the interface.
There is a well-known problem with speci cations
and behavioral subytping: a subtype might violate
properties of its basetype. For example, in the case of
the ICounter speci cation, one cannot reason that the
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value is always even: as speci ed, a subtype could increment the counter only by one. Likewise, the counter
cannot be assumed to always be positive, a subtype
might introduce a decrement method. In order to compensate for this, Liskov and Wing require invariants,
which are properties of a single state, and constraints,
which in AsmL are properties of consecutive states.
For instance, to ensure the two above-mentioned properties, we can add to the ICounter interface:
interface ICounter : : :
invariant even (ct )
constraint ct
ct 0



The ellipsis (three dots) is part of our literate programming environment [31]; it indicates that this is a
continuation of a previous construct.
AsmL also introduces an alternative construct for an
operational speci cation of the permitted state transitions of any method in any subtype: the others clause.
For instance, to ensure the even stronger property that
any other method can increment ct only by a multiple
of two in the range from 0 to 20 one can write:
interface ICounter : : :
others(: : :)
choose i in 0; 2::20

ct

:=

ct

f

+

i

g

Any additional method de ned in any subtype of
ICounter will inherit the derived post-condition from
the others method.
Our notion of re nement for synchronization properties depends on the concept of a mandatory call.
Certain method calls in the model programs are identi ed as communications that any implementation
must make during the execution of the corresponding
method. All calls to non-local public interface methods are mandatory calls. This includes constructors,
see Section 4 for an example. Note that it is the call
site that is mandatory, not the method de nition. An
implementation is free to make additional calls; the
model indicates the minimal behavior that must be
observed. Thus, we say that an AsmL speci cation
provides a minimal model for any implementation.
Classes that implement an interface must be a behavioral subtype of the latter. But the implementation
typically chooses a di erent representation of its elds.
Contrary to Liskov and Wing's formulation, we do not
require that the class de nes an abstraction function
(see also Hoare [28]) which relates the concrete state
of the class to the abstract state of the interface. In
other work [6] we outline a scheme that provides for
run-time checking of the subtype relationship without
an abstraction function.
However, providing an abstraction function allows
for a higher level of veri cation; AsmL allows a class
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to de ne one with the abstraction construct. Suppose
that the class that implements the ICounter uses a
\successor" representation for a counter. Then the
abstraction function is just two times its successor representation.
class CCounter implements ICounter
var succ as Integer = 0
abstraction

ICounter :ct = 2  succ
Counter () as Integer
return 2  succ
Increment ()
succ := succ + 1

In this particular example, it is obvious how
CCounter ful lls the obligations it inherits when implementing the ICounter interface. However, in general, abstractions can be much more complicated.
There is no requirement that an AsmL speci cation
be implemented in AsmL. AsmL provides native COM
connectivity (as well as COM Automation) and so can
be used directly with a component implemented in any
programming language.
One interface may also re ne another interface, either by extension (see Sections 5 and 6) or implementation. Again, the former interface must be a behavioral
subytpe of the latter interface.
To simplify rapid prototyping, i.e., executing of
speci cations, AsmL classes don't have to provide
their own de nitions. As long as interface methods are
speci ed by method bodies, interfaces are executable
exactly as written. Thus a class can reuse the de nitions of the interfaces. The simplest implementation
for ICounter then becomes:
class CCounter reuses ICounter

Thus it is often suÆcient to close a speci cation by
merely providing a class that reuses the speci cation.

4 Creation and
Parameterization
In this section, we consider two prerequisites for composing interfaces. First, there must exist a way to
specify the creation of a reference to an interface. An
interface is merely a view on a component (namely
a particular subset of the component's functionality):
what does it mean to have a new reference to one? Second, an interface can be dependent on external values
(and/or objects); a completely closed interface is not
particularly interesting. The simplest forms of dependency are ones required for parameterizing an interface: by type and by value.
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At the interface level there are only interfaces, not components. So if one wishes to access a
new interface, where does it come from?
One solution would be to parameterize all interfaces
by a factory interface that can be used to request
the desired interface. A factory interface contains a
method which will deliver an interface reference upon
request, given some sort of identi er for the interface.
But this merely pushes the problem back one level:
where does the speci cation of the factory interface
get the interface reference to return? What exactly
are the properties of the returned interface?
While factory interfaces are very useful at the implementation level in order to decouple component creation and allow subclassing [17], AsmL interfaces are
already expressed at the abstract level. A clearer picture of the desired properties is needed.
When a component is created, there are several assumptions about the resulting reference. Abstracting
from the speci cs of implementation issues, such as
storage allocation, leaves us with the following properties: the component supporting the requested interface
Creation.

1. should have a unique identity,
2. should not be aliased, and
3. should provide the requested interface in one of
its initial states.
Such an interface is guaranteed to be private to the
component that is requesting it, unless it explicitly
decides to share the reference either by creating aliases
or by passing the reference to a third party. For this
concept, we use the keyword new with an interface:
interface IHistory
var s as ICounter = new ICounter

However, it is important to note that the use of new
does not necessarily imply the creation of an object as
it would when used on a class. As long as properties
1{3 are ensured for s , then it does not matter if a new
class object is created by actually calling a constructor
or not.
The above example speci es that within the interface IHistory, the name s refers to an interface
ICounter on some component. Only IHistory has a
reference to this component. Furthermore, this component is in its initial state, i.e., s.ct is equal to zero,
and will remain so until changed by a call from within
IHistory. The fact that the component has a unique
identity will be utilized in Section 6.
Sometimes a new interface is requested on an already referenced component, i.e., an existing interface
reference. In AsmL that is modeled by a type cast:
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== : : :

i is an interface reference to IA
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foo

IMetricAndUSLength

:::

let j = i as IB

IMetricLength

:::

value

This corresponds to using the COM method QueryInterface [11]. When the type cast is successful, the
requested interface is not necessarily in its initial state.
An interface can be dependent
on a type, i.e., it can be a generic interface. A generic
interface speci es a family of interfaces all of whom
instantiate the generic parameter for some particular
type. A typical example for a generic interface is the
IState speci cation:

IUSLength
value

Parameterization.

h i

interface IState T
private var value as T
Set (v as T )

value := v
Get () as T
return value

The IState speci cation says nothing about its initial state; it is also dependent on a value of type T
that must be supplied to the constructor when an instance of IState is created. AsmL provides a default
constructor that has the same name as the interface.
The default constructor takes a parameter for each of
the uninitialized member variables:

h i

interface IState T
IState (v as T )

value

=

:::

v

In order to be instantiated, the interface IState is
dependent on both the type parameter T and supplied
argument for value . Note that it is just a coincidence
that the type of value is itself T . Multiple constructors
with di erent parameter lists are also allowed.
The visibility attribute private on value means that it
may not be modi ed by a method within any subtype.
Therefore the only way to modify value is to call Set.
This guarantees the property that once a client calls
Set, value will remain unchanged until the next call
to Set. In other words, any component implementing
IState will act like a program variable.

5 Linking Speci cations
While it is important to be able to specify interfaces in
isolation, true component-oriented programming can
be realized only when sub-units are composed to make
larger units. This implies that we must be able to compose interfaces as well, since the speci cation for the
composition of two components should be the composition of their individual speci cations.

Figure 1: Linking two interfaces by shared data
5.1

Data Linkage

Linking two speci cations through shared data |
state-coupled speci cations | allows for multiple
viewpoints on the same component, while ensuring
that the component stays in a consistent state. This
represents a common pattern; our example uses the
idea of di erent units for a single measurement [20].
For instance, suppose there are two interfaces.

h

interface IMetricLength extends IState Integer
IMetricLength () extends IState (0)

h

interface IUSLength extends IState Integer
IUSLength () extends IState (0)

i

i

The speci cation for IMetricLength implicitly keeps
value in metric units, e.g., centimeters. Meanwhile,
the speci cation for IUSLength implicitly keeps value
in inches. Note that neither interface is parameterized:
the generic parameter T from IState has been instantiated to Integer. Also, the explicit constructors take
no arguments. But they call the constructors of the
interface they are extending; the initial state is thus
fully determined.
Suppose we would like to specify a component that
provides both interfaces with a consistent shared value.
Whatever changes are made through one interface
should be re ected in the other interface. This is easily
speci ed via a linking invariant which constrains any
implementation to meet this condition. Fig. 1 shows
the structure of the composition.
interface IMetricAndUSLength
extends IMetricLength and IUSLength
invariant

IMetricLength :value



2:54 =

IUSLength :value

A crucial feature of AsmL is that all methods and
member variables from inherited interfaces are kept
distinct. The interface IMetricAndUSLength does not
identify the methods Get and Set from the two interfaces; the combined interface has all four methods.
AsmL, just as C# [25], does not fold methods with
the same name and signature when extending multi-
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ple interfaces. This is especially important for generic
interfaces. Java [19], for instance, is unable to keep
the methods distinct.
The behavior of any component implementing the
interface IMetricAndUSLength must respect the invariant (as well as the individual behaviors speci ed
in each interface). How it does so is left up to the
component; one way is to keep value in one unit and
converting it for the other interface:
class CMetricAndUSLength
implements IMetricAndUSLength
var metricValue as Integer = 0
abstraction

IMetricLength :value = metricValue
IUSLength :value = metricValue = 2:54
IMetricLength :Set (v as Integer )
metricValue := v
IMetricLength :Get () as Integer
return metricValue
IUSLength :Set (v as Integer )
metricValue := v  2:54
IUSLength :Get () as Integer
return metricValue = 2:54

This example di ers from the traditional Observer
pattern [17] in that both of the original interfaces are
peers; neither is distinguished as the subject holding
the \correct" value (although the component decided
to implement it that way).
5.2

Behavior Linkage

In this section, we present an example of two components that are coupled through their interacting behaviors instead of through shared state. We use the
Observer pattern [17] which involves two components:
a subject and a set of observers, called views.
The IView interface is trivial: it contains a method
Update that is to be called by the subject, and a
method for registering the subject with the view so
it has access to the subject.

h i

interface IView T

h i

var subject as ISubject T

Update ()
== behavior goes here ; to be de ned by subtype
SetSubject (s as ISubject hT i )
subject := s

The subject holds some state; whenever the state is
changed, each view is noti ed. This is a generalization
of the Reader/Writer paradigm. The speci cation of
a subject is an extension of IState that has methods
for adding, removing, and alerting views:
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h i extends IState hT i
Set hIView hT ii = fg

interface ISubject T
var views as

Set (val as T )
step base :Set (val )
step Notify ()
private Notify ()
forall v in views
v :Update ()
Attach (v as IView hT i)
views += f v g
Detach (v as IView hT i)
views = f v g

others(: : :)
ensure value = value 0

There are three interesting properties that this speci cation prescribes for any implementation:
1. A subject calls the Update method of each view
whenever its Set method is called. Because Update is a public interface method, this call is a
mandatory call. An implementation is free to
call Update more than once, perhaps for faulttolerance purposes.
2. Views are synchronized with subjects. That is,
all views receive a noti cation with the subject
in the same state. This is because the forall loop
used within Notify is a parallel loop.
3. A view can perform any behavior within its Update method. Obviously, it would be unwise to
call the subject's Set method: allowing the state
to change during a callback is known to create
problems [43]. The speci cation can easily be
modi ed to disallow it.
Because of the others clause, no subtype of ISubject is
allowed to add a method that alters value other than
by calling ISubject.Set. This may be too restrictive;
one can specify instead a constraint that connects state
changes to value with calls to Update for each view.
The method Notify is marked private to emphasize
that it is not a mandatory call. It is only the call
to Update during the execution of Set that must be
observable.

6 Aggregating Speci cations
In addition to linking interfaces, we use AsmL to de ne
interfaces that re-use existing behaviors to create new
functionality. This explores another way of composing
speci cations which can be seen as aggregation or delegation depending on the details of how it is speci ed.
We take the example of a radio button group in
a graphical user interface from [26]. A radio button group is a set of radio buttons that operate in
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a mutually-exclusive manner. At most one of them
can be selected at any one time; selecting one radio
button unselects all of the others in the group. Each
button in the group must display itself appropriately
as either selected or not.
A radio button group can be seen as an example of
reusing the Subject/View contract (i.e., the Observer
pattern [17]): each radio button is a view on a subject
whose state re ects which button is currently selected.
To begin the speci cation, we rst specify the behavior
of buttons in general.
6.1
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IRadioButtonGroup
ISubject

IRBAndView

IView
IRB

Figure 2: The IRadioButtonGroup interface

Buttons

We model a button as a user-interface element that
has a text label and allows the user to select it, say by
clicking on it with the mouse.
interface IButton
var label as String
var chosen as Boolean

We extend the IRadioButton interface with an IView
interface. It describes a button that just behaves like
a radio button, but responds to a new input notifying
it that some state has changed somewehere else.
interface IRadioButtonView extends IRadioButton
and IView IRadioButton or Undef

h

GetLabel () as String
return label
SetLabel (s as String )
label := s
Select ()
choose b in f false; true g
chosen := b

Of course, the interface would have additional methods relating to its size, color, etc.
A checkbox button acts as a toggle: clicking it reverses its current state.
interface ICheckBoxButton extends IButton

Select ()
chosen

:=

not chosen

A radio button, by way of contrast, is idempotent:
clicking on it sets it to true. The only way to unselect
it is to select another radio button in the same group.

i

explicit constructor
IRadioButtonView (s as String )
extends IRadioButton (s ; false) and IView (Undef )
Update ()
chosen := subject :Get () = me
== redraw appropriately : : :
Select ()
base :Select ()
subject :Set (me)
==

The explicit constructor initializes the button to be
unselected. In addition it initializes the view's subject
to be unde ned. Note that in AsmL reference types
don't contain a null value. But disjunctive types, here
exempli ed by the type IRadioButton or Undef give
you the exibility to add Undef when needed. The
keyword base refers to the immediate supertype, in
this case IRadioButton.
Given this interface, it is now easy to de ne the
behavior of a radio button group.

interface IRadioButton extends IButton

Select ()
chosen

:=

true

A single radio button may seem useless, but could be
used for signing a document or some other irreversible
operation.
6.2

ButtonView

A radio button, as speci ed in IRadioButton, is not
immediately composable into a group. As stated, the
interface does not provide any functionality for synchronizing its state with other buttons in the same
group. This clearly separate behavior can be added in
a modular fashion.

6.3

ButtonGroup

The requisite behavior of having the radio buttons
be mutually exclusive is achieved by wiring the augmented radio buttons from Section 6.2 together with a
component that implements the ISubject interface into
a Subject/View relationship.
interface IRadioButtonGroup
var bs as Set IRadioButtonView
var subj as ISubject IRadioButton or Undef

h

h

i

i

Figure 2 shows the structure of the interface, although not the multiplicity of views.
A radio button group has its own interface: there are
operations that make sense for a button contained in
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a group, but not for the collection as a whole and vice
versa. Selection of one button in the group is speci ed by delegating the Select call to the appropriate
button.
interface IRadioButtonGroup : : :
Select (s as String )
choose b in bs where b :GetLabel () = s

b :Select ()
: : : other methods

:::

The constructor for IRadioButtonGroup takes a set
of labels for the radio buttons to be generated, generates the sub-components and wires them together.
interface IRadioButtonGroup : : :
IRadioButtonGroup (ls as Set String )
subj = new ISubject (undef )
bs = new IRadioButtonView (l ) l in ls
forall b in bs

h

f

i

j

g

b :SetSubject (subj )
subj :Attach (b )

Informal Reasoning. Now that the composition
has been created, it can be reasoned about. Here we
give an informal outline of IRadioButtonGroup's correctness for maintaining the mutual exclusion of a selected button.
The only external action that can cause an update
is for one of the radio buttons b1 to bn in the group to
have their Select method called. Without loss of generality let's assume that b1 is selected. This, in turn,
will cause b1 :IRadioButtonView :Select to be called,
which will call b1 :IRadioButton :Select . So b1 :chosen
becomes true.
The button b1 will also call Set (b1 ) on the shared
subject. First, its value becomes b1 . Next, the shared
subject will call back to every button in the group
via IRadioButtonView.Update. For every button the
Get method called on the shared subject will return
b1 | this is the value that was just stored. For b1 this
generates another update of b1 :chosen to true; this is a
non-con icting update. In contrast, the chosen eld of
the buttons b2 : : : bn , become false, since b1 is di erent
from any of b2 : : : bn .
As a result, we are guaranteed that the group makes
an atomic step which preserves the property that at
most one button can be selected at any time.
Given AsmL's transactional semantics, it is possible for two buttons to execute their Select methods in
the same step. Each method will cause an update in
the subject for two di erent values (the value of me
for each of the buttons). These updates are con icting; AsmL's runtime checks for di erent values being
assigned to the same location at the end of each step
and will signal an exception.
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7 Related Work
As long as there have been programmers, there has
been concern with the meaning of the artifacts they
create by formally specifying the programming process, e.g. [27]. Here, we concentrate speci cally on
work involving components.
There is a long tradition within the object-oriented
community that is concerned with speci cation,
whether formal or not. Meyer, of course, is famous
for his ideas on design by contract [35]. Over a decade
ago, Helm et al. [26] pointed out the necessity for contracts and how they can be used as a structuring concept for speci cations, but their contracts were a) not
executable, and b) confused the wiring of components
with the speci cation of their interaction. America [1]
did some of the early work on behavioral subtyping.
The most standard formulation of behavioral subtyping follows that of Liskov and Wing [34]. Most of this
work used only pre- and post-conditions for methods,
or did not consider using a separate speci cation language.
Leavens and Dhara provide speci cations for Java
components using a language called JML [33]. Like
us, they insist on behavioral subtyping as a re nement
notion and also use model programs in addition to preand post-conditions. However, their work is limited
to Java programs; AsmL can be used in conjunction
with any implementation language. They make the
distinction between strong and weak subtyping; we restrict our attention to strong subtyping since AsmL
does not prohibit aliasing.
Besides JML, there has been a lot of work on using assertions to specify Java interfaces, e.g., Contract
Java [15], iContract [13], jContractor [30], and Jass
[7] all implement various schemes to implement design by contract for Java programs. JISL, the Java
Interface Speci cation Language [40], translates and
inserts speci cations into Java programs. It uses preand post-conditions and is used to primarily specify
and check frame properties.
Edwards [14] uses speci cations for components to
generate wrapper components that check the pre- and
post-conditions. An abstraction function is required
because the conditions are expressed in terms of abstract values. But without model programs, synchronization properties cannot be speci ed.
Soundarajan and Tyler [42] use trace variables in
speci cations to record method calls in order to reason
incrementally about subtypes. Their trace variables
are similar to our mandatory calls, but they also do
not have model programs.
Jonkers [29] has interface speci cations that are not
executable; he also does not insist on absolute rigor in
a speci cation. But his ideas of how to specify interfaces are very similar to ours.
The theoretical background for component speci -
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cation is mostly based on the re nement calculus by
Back and Wright [4] and Morgan [39]. Constructs for
object-oriented programming are added to a notation
for sequential computing and class re nement is dened such that it respects supertype behavior [3]. To
declare a class as a subtype of another means to do
a proof in the re nement calculus that the predicate
transformer semantics of the class hold the correct relationship with those of the superclass. However, there
does not seem to be a concern with directly executing speci cations. Sekerinski et al. have explored the
restrictions on component-oriented programming that
are needed in order to be able to prove re nement in
the presence of recursive re-entrance [37]. They have
also done a small case study of proving the correctness of Java Collections Frameworks [38]. They extend Java with a speci cation language and claim that
it has a formal mathematical foundation: \every executable statement of the Java language. . . that we use
has a precise mathematical meaning". We take that
to mean that only a subset of Java is used.

The need for behavioral speci cations is widely recognized, especially in component-oriented programming.
AsmL provides an industrial-strength tool for writing
such speci cations. It provides all of the features necessary to express the properties needed for behavorial
subtyping.
AsmL is agnostic with regards to veri cation technology. An AsmL speci cation can be subjected to
analysis with a variety of formal methods, for instance,
a re nement calculus proof.
The executability of AsmL speci cations opens possibilities that go beyond those traditionally associated
with speci cation languages. A formal speci cation
is the boundary between the informal understanding
of a system and its digital incarnation. At the design stage, exploration of the speci cation provides insight and feedback about the appropriateness of the
formalization. During the coding process, the speci cation can be used, in special domains, to derive test
cases and perform conformance testing [18, 21]. An
executable speci cation allows conformance checking,
i.e., assertion monitoring, to ensure that an implementation's behavior is allowed by the speci cation [5, 6].
Furthermore, AsmL's COM connectivity means that
it can be used in a language-neutral setting: any language can be used to implement the speci cation.
There are many areas that need to addressed in future work. For example, adding automatic support to
enforce the kind of restrictions needed for re nement
proofs [37] or other proof tools.
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